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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The effects of a blast event in an urban environment can have devastating effects
to both property and human lives. It is important to understand the blast wave interactions
with buildings or structures to be able to evaluate the hazard to building occupants for a
given terrorist threat [1]. Baylot et al., [1-3] and Thompson et al., [4, 5] have shown that
the urban environment itself can be a contributing factor for increased or decreased blast
loading due to reflections or shielding affects, respectively. For many years, researchers
have relied heavily on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation codes developed
for blast analysis to better understand the nature of blast loadings instead of performing
extensive experimental testing due to cost restraints and the impracticality of testing
every scenario.
While CFD codes can help simplify experiments, there are some drawbacks with
the current blast analysis techniques. Most current solution schemes rely heavily on the
use of Cartesian (structured) grids, which are computationally efficient and easy to
generate but not suitable for complicated geometries. Other schemes may allow for the
use of unstructured grids which are suitable for complex geometries due to the use of
simplex elements such as tetrahedral cells. However, unstructured grids can be time
consuming to generate and can be computationally expensive since it takes more
tetrahedral cells to fill the same amount of space as an equivalent Cartesian grid with
1

hexahedral cells. Verification of the use of unstructured grids for blast analysis is an area
of ongoing research, and comparisons with results from both shock tube and open air
experiments are required to define the strengths and weaknesses of unstructured grids for
blast analysis. Overset grids offer an alternative to fully Cartesian or fully unstructured
grids which combines the strengths of both the structured and unstructured grids. Overset
grid techniques offer a greater flexibility for generating reliable meshes and can be
particularly useful for urban blast scenarios that involve multiple buildings. A description
of overset grids will be presented in a later section of this thesis.
The work presented in this thesis builds on the work previously completed
verifying unstructured grids for blasts analysis and extends the preliminary work
previously done with overset meshes to more complex multi-building scenarios. One
focus of this research is to explore the effectiveness of unstructured meshes for single
building cases oriented at various angles to the onset blast wave and multi-building cases
using shock tube data and then simulations open air blast scenarios using both
unstructured and overset meshes for more complex multi-building blast scenarios. Other
focus points of this research are to compare the computational efficiencies of the
completely unstructured grids with the overset grids and demonstrate the accuracy of
overset grids to capture the interaction of the onset blast wave with the multiple
buildings, specifically the reflected shock wave off the structures. This thesis presents
comparisons of the CFD code Loci/BLAST computations with experimental data
provided by the U.S. Army Engineering Research and Development Center (ERDC).
The succeeding sections of this thesis present the following information.
Background information on the problem of blast analysis is presented in Chapter 2, which
2

includes a review of the current literature, a description of the blast analysis problem, an
overview of Loci/BLAST, and an overview of overset grids. Chapter 3 presents a
description of the problem setup for all test cases, an overview of the mesh generation
process, and how the initial and boundary conditions are enforced. Chapter 4 presents the
results for the single building shock tube cases, the two-building shock tube cases, and
the open air blast cases along with a description of how the Loci/BLAST simulations
were executed. Comparisons between the unstructured and overset results are made to
determine accuracy and computational efficiency. The summary and conclusions are
presented in Chapter 5.

3

CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
2.1

Literature Review
Analyzing blasts in urban environments is not a new idea. The threat of terrorist

acts such as the Oklahoma City bombing has lead ERDC and other government agencies
to conduct research to develop effective blast analysis methods that can be used to design
effective countermeasures to protect critical government and domestic infrastructure.
There have been several techniques implemented along with many numerical CFD codes.
Baylot, Armstrong, and Rickman [1] have completed blast analysis on a twobuilding experiment using the Second-order Hydrodynamic Automatic Mesh Refinement
Code (SHAMRC) for the air blast calculations. SHAMRC is a finite difference code that
uses an operator split algorithm on a single Cartesian grid [6]. SHAMRC also has an
Automatic Mesh Refinement (AMR) option that divides the computational domain into
smaller Eulerian grids at several levels of refinement to provide high-resolution results.
Baylot, Armstrong, and Rickman setup a two-building experiment where one building is
placed in front of a larger second building. A hemispherical C4 charge is detonated at
some standoff distance in front of the smaller building to simulate a blast event. The CFD
simulations consisted of single structured grids for different building configurations. To
cut down on computational costs, symmetry through the center of the structures was
employed. Baylot, Armstrong, Rickman, and Bevins [2, 3, 7] used similar strategies for
4

other test cases that involved one-, two-, three-, five-, and nine-building scenarios using
SHAMRC.
Bessette et al., [8, 9] have used other Eulerian codes like CTH and DYMAS
alongside SHAMRC to analyze blast scenarios in urban environments. CTH is a multimaterial, Eulerian, large deformation, strong shock wave, solid mechanics code. DYMAS
is coupled with the Eulerian code GEMINI that performs the fluid flow calculations with
the Lagrangian code PARADYN that performs the structural response calculations. Both
CTH and DYSMAS use an operator split algorithm on a Cartesian grid system. Bessette
et al., have used all three codes mentioned to simulated blast loads for scenarios
involving the shock-tube-like equipment called the Blast Load Simulator (BLS) located
at ERDC. These scenarios include a closed shock tube system with a single structure
target and an open shock tube system with a single structure target at different
orientations to the onset blast wave.
Thompson et al., [4, 5] have used the Loci/BLAST code to simulate and analyze
blast events. Loci/BLAST was developed at MSU as a fully Eulerian numerical CFD
code that could simulate blast phenomena in fluids and solids. Thompson et al., have
simulated one- and two-building cases using a single unstructured grid for each case as
well as structured overset grids to demonstrate Loci/BLAST’s capability to handle
overset grid techniques. Loci/BLAST has also been used extensively by Mord [10] to
demonstrate blast loads on structures.
Other examples of analyses of blasts in urban environments are given in the
papers of Smith [11], Birnhaum et al., [12], and Remennikov and Rose [13]. All seem to
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be using similar methods for modeling the computational domain implemented in the
CFD codes.
2.2

Loci/BLAST
Loci/BLAST was developed at Mississippi State University (MSU) to be a fully

Eulerian numerical flow solver that could accurately simulate blast phenomena in fluids
and solids. Loci/BLAST has recently been absorbed into the parent code Loci/CHEM.
Loci/BLAST and Loci/CHEM have undergone extensive verification [14] and is
considered to have reliable baseline governing equations, various boundary condition
options, turbulence models, and time accurate unsteady flows.
When modeling blast events, a multi-material equation of state is required to
accurately capture the behavior of the solid explosives (unreacted) , the expansion of the
explosive gases (reacted), and the compressed medium (e.g. air) outside of the reacted
explosives. The governing equations for the blast model are described by the
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy which are given by [4, 5]
𝜕𝜌𝑖
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇ ⋅ (𝜌𝑖 𝑣⃗) = 0, ∀𝑖 ∈ {1 … 𝑁𝑆}
⃗⃗
𝜕𝜌𝑣

+ ∇ ⋅ (𝜌𝑣⃗𝑣⃗) = ∇p

(2.2)

+ ∇ ⋅ [(𝜌𝑒0 + 𝑝)𝑣⃗] = 0.

(2.3)

𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝜌𝑒0
𝜕𝑡

(2.1)

In the above equations, 𝜌𝑖 is the component density of material 𝑖, 𝑣⃗ is the material
velocity vector, p is pressure of the component mixture, and 𝑒0 is the sum of fluid kinetic
energy and internal energy given by the expression
1

𝑒0 = 2 𝑣⃗ ⋅ 𝑣⃗ + 𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 .
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(2.4)

Along with these governing equations, Loci/BLAST supports idea and non-ideal
equations of state for blast modeling. For a thermally perfect mixture, the perfect gas
equation of state is given by
𝑅̂

𝑝𝑖 (𝜌𝑖∗ , 𝑇) = 𝜌𝑖∗ 𝑚 𝑇,

(2.5)

𝑖

where 𝜌𝑖∗ is the density of pure material 𝑖, 𝑚𝑖 is the molecular mass of species 𝑖, and 𝑅̂ =
8314.3𝐽/(𝐾𝑘𝑚𝑜𝑙) is the universal gas constant. For an explosives model, using an ideal
gas equation of state is not suitable to describe the explosive gases. Therefore,
Loci/BLAST incorporates the Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) equation of state which is
defined in a density-temperature form of pressure given by
𝜌

𝜌∗

𝜌

𝑝𝑖 (𝜌𝑖∗ , 𝑇) = 𝐴 exp (−𝑅1 𝜌0∗ ) + 𝐵 exp (−𝑅2 𝜌0∗ ) + 𝜔𝐶𝑣 𝑇 𝜌𝑖
𝑖

𝑖

0

(2.6)

where 𝜌0 is the density of the explosive material pre-detonation, 𝜔, 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑅1, and 𝑅2 are
coefficients of the JWL equation of state, and 𝐶𝑣 defines the gas specific heat of the
expanded gas. Note, the default units for 𝐴 and 𝐵 are Pascals, while 𝐶𝑣 is Pascal/Kelvin.
Loci/BLAST uses a Harten, Lax, van Leer, and Einfeldt (HLLE) approximate
Riemann solver. This numerical scheme was chosen over others due to its stability and
robustness in resolving shock structures. However, a shortcoming of HLLE is the
difficulty to resolve contact discontinuities, shear waves, and material interfaces [15]. If
these areas start to become an issue, Loci/BLAST also supports HLLC, where the C
stands for Contact, which is a numerical scheme that can correct the structure of the
approximate Riemann solver.
The time integration mode for Loci/BLAST can only be set to a second order
Runge-Kutta scheme which is known to be total variation diminishing (TVD). A scheme
7

is said to be TVD if the total variation (TV) of a numerical solution does not increase in
time. For example, consider the linear advection equation
(2.7)

𝑢𝑡 + 𝑎 𝑢𝑥 = 0
where 𝑢 = 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) and 𝑎 is a constant wave propagation speed. The total variation is
given by
𝜕𝑢

𝑇𝑉 = ∫ |𝜕𝑥 | 𝑑𝑥

(2.8)

and the descretized numerical case is given by
𝑇𝑉(𝑢) = ∑𝑖 |𝑢𝑖+1 − 𝑢𝑖 |

(2.9)

where 𝑖 is the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ cell of the spatial domain. This numerical method is said to be TVD if
𝑇𝑉(un+1 ) ≤ 𝑇𝑉(un )

(2.10)

where n is the temporal solution. For the Runge-Kutta method to be TVD, the CourantFriedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number was limited to less than one.
2.3

Overset Grids
Overset grid techniques have been used for decades. The idea of overset grids is

to divide the problem domain into multiple separately generated but overlapping grids
that exchange information across the boundary of each grid through interpolation [16].
This technique has many applications involving fluid flow around complex geometries
[17] and has shown to be effective for moving grids as well [18].
There are two types of grids when using the overset technique: the background
grid and component grids. The background grid covers the entire computational domain
as a Cartesian, O-type, or C-type grid. This allows the complex geometries to be placed
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in one or more component grids that will be added to the background grid. Any type of
grid can be used for the component grid.
Once the background and component grids are generated, they need to be merged
together. To do this, a hole-cutting algorithm is implemented. Figure 2.1 illustrates a
simple overset grid where a background grid (dark blue) is merged with two component
grids (green and red). All three grids are overlapping each other by a few cells which are
needed for interpolation. Notice the background grid is cut to fit the boundary of each
component grid, and the green component grid is cut to fit around the red component
grid. These missing cells from each grid are eliminated and leave a hole since they are
not needed for interpolating information between grids.
During the solution process, the background cells and component cells are
periodically transferring information in the overlapping regions using an interpolation
algorithm. To understand this process, consider two grids, Grid A and Grid B, as shown
in Figure 2.2. For a cell-centered solution scheme, the grid cell-center is called a fringe
point. These fringe points of a grid can be receptor cells or donor cells. The receptor cells
receive flow information from the opposite grid’s donor cells consisting of a stencil of
points that are used for interpolation. For simulations that involve moving grids, the holecutting algorithm and interpolation stencils have to be re-computed continuously in the
overlapping regions for the duration of the simulation.
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Figure 2.1

Simple overset grid [16].
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Figure 2.2

Interpolation scheme for overlapping grids [16].
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CHAPTER III
PROBLEM SETUP
The test cases discussed in this section are three one-building BLS cases, three
two-building BLS cases, and four open air blast cases. A detailed description and
discussion of the BLS can be found in Bessette et al. [8, 9] and Mord [10]. The one
building cases consisted of a single structure in the open configuration of the BLS, as
shown in Figure 3.1. For the three test cases, the target was oriented at 0°, 45°, and 30° to
the onset blast wave, as shown in Figure 3.2. The two building cases consisted of two
identical structures, one placed behind the other, in the open configuration of the BLS, as
shown in Figure 3.3. The three cases for this configuration had a gap separating the two
targets of 13 inches, 20 inches, and 6 inches, as shown in Figure 3.4. All six cases
mentioned had the same driver pressure with the same open gap between SQ1 and the
calibration plate for consistency.

Figure 3.1

BLS overview for one-building cases. [9].
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Figure 3.2

Target orientation to onset shockwave 0°, 45°, and 30°, respectively [19,
20].

Figure 3.3

BLS overview for two building cases [21].
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Figure 3.4

Target with gap separations (looking downstream) [22].

The open air cases had a four-building layout, as shown in Figure 3.5. The first
and second cases had a 13 inch spacing between all the buildings, as shown in Figure 3.6.
The charge was oriented along the centerline of the street for the first case and oriented at
a 45° angle from the centerline of the street for the second case (see Figure 3.7). The third
and fourth cases had a 23 inch spacing between all of the buildings with the charge
placed in the same orientations as the first and second cases, respectively. All four cases
used the same charge weight of C4 explosives and were detonated at the same height of
burst (HOB) and the same standoff distance of 10 scaled units from the center of the
street to maintain consistency.
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Figure 3.5

Open air targets [23].

Figure 3.6

Open air blast case 1 [23].
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Figure 3.7

Open air blast case 4 [24].

Each of the open air experiments were simulated using Loci/BLAST. An
unstructured grid was generated for the first and second test cases, an overset grid was
generated for the third and fourth test cases, and different configurations of overset grids
were generated for the first open air case (Figure 3.6), the 13 inch building spacing and
the charge placed 10 scaled units from the center of the street, to study overset grid
performance and accuracy. The last two cases used only one configuration of overset
grids in place of a completely unstructured grid. Each case required a generated grid and
the implementation of appropriate initial and boundary conditions for the Loci/BLAST
simulations.
3.1
3.1.1

Mesh Generation
BLS One-Building Cases
The MSU developed grid generation tool, SolidMesh, was used to define the

surface geometries and meshes for the first BLS case (the unrotated target). The spacing
around the structure, gap region, and the various BLS sections was set to 0.5 inches,
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while the rest of the grid had a maximum resolution of 1 inch. There were no issues with
generating the gap section since the grid used unstructured tetrahedral cells. The total
mesh size for this grid was approximately 70 million cells and had an overall “good”
mesh quality, as identified by Loci/BLAST.
While setting up the rotated structure cases, there was a change in the Linux
operating system used at MSU which made SolidMesh inoperable and no longer
available to support this effort. Consequently, it was necessary to find an alternative
approach for mesh generation. It was decided to use Pointwise, a commercial grid
generation tool [25], for mesh generation. Pointwise was selected due to its availability
on both the MSU and ERDC HPC systems. To create the meshes for the rotated cases,
the SolidMesh definition of the BLS geometry was imported into Pointwise and
subsequently used to generate the surface meshes. The defining surface mesh for the box
structure was then rotated to the specified obliquity. The spacing for these cases was the
same as with the unrotated case; however, the Pointwise meshes had a much coarser and
lower quality grid. Both grids generated had an overall quality of “marginal utility”, as
identified by Loci/BLAST. The total mesh size for the 45 and 30 obliquity cases were
approximately 16.3 and 15.8 million cells, respectively. The marginal quality of these
meshes was due to a lack of experience with Pointwise and differences in the underlying
volume mesh generation schemes between Pointwise and SolidMesh. Later in the
modeling effort, “good” quality grids were generated for the rotated cases. The updated
mesh for the 45 obliquity case had approximately 70.1 million cells and an overall
“good” grid quality. The updated mesh for the 30 obliquity case had approximately 68.8
million cells and an overall “good” grid quality. An investigation of the differences
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between the low and higher quality grids revealed anomalies in the surface meshes
generated for the catch grate and striker assembly. It is felt that the mesh definition in
these regions resulted in poorly formed cells that reduced the overall quality of the initial
grids generated with Pointwise. The anomalies were discovered by using the EnSight
[26] visualization program to inspect the mesh. One way to search for problem areas is to
use outputs from the grid generation process to assess the cell face angles in the entire
mesh. EnSight can create contours of the cell face angle to easily view which areas have
poor orientations. Figure 3.8 depicts the difference between the cell face angles of the
initial (poor quality) and updated (good quality) grid around the grate area for the 45
obliquity case. Figure 3.9 depicts a 2D cross-section of the area near the grate where the
poor cell face angles could have negatively affected the cell density. Note, the left side of
the grate, where the cell face angle is large, has a greater cluster of cells than that of the
right side of the grate. These are the low quality cells and can result in smaller stable time
steps that, in turn, reduce the computational efficiency. The good quality grid shows great
improvement in this area. This is just one example of where the lower quality grids could
have played a role in poor computational performance for the initial modeling of the
rotated structure cases. Other areas with possible poor cell quality were the striker area
and an area found near the box structure. As will be discussed in a later section, this
impacted the runtime performance of the Loci/BLAST simulations.
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(a) Initial, poor quality grid
Figure 3.8

(b) Updated, good quality grid

Grate cell face angle for 45° obliquity case (detail).

(a) Initial, poor quality grid
Figure 3.9

(b) Updated, good quality grid

Grate cell density for 45° obliquity case.

Figure 3.10 shows a 2D section cut down the BLS centerline in the flow direction.
These cross-sections illustrate how the cell density varies for these three cases. Since the
mesh for the unrotated case was generated in SolidMesh and was known to have good
quality, no effort was made to reconstruct a new grid in Pointwise. Obvious differences in
the mesh quality can be seen for each case. The unrotated structure case appears to have a
higher concentration of cells inside the BLS structure than that of the other cases. Further,
the Pointwise developed meshes have more cells outside of the BLS structure, which
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leads to a higher quality grid external to the BLS. This illustrates the difference between
the grid generation process used by SolidMesh and that of Pointwise. SolidMesh uses the
Advancing-Front/Local-Reconnection (AFLR3) algorithm while Pointwise uses
Delaunay Triangulation.
Figure 3.11 depicts the cell density around the box structure. The unrotated case
has a more uniform distribution of cells whereas the rotated cases have a gradual decrease
in cell density moving away from the structure. Figure 3.12 shows the cell density around
the gap area. Similarly, the unrotated case has more cells in the center of the gap, with the
mesh density gradually decreasing radially away from the center. However, the grids
generated by Pointwise for the rotated cases in the gap section have fewer cells but a
more even distribution for the entire gap.
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(a) 0° case with good quality mesh.

(b) 45° case, initially poor quality grid.

(d) 30° case, initially poor quality grid.
Figure 3.10

(c) 45° case, updated quality grid.

(e) 30° case, updated good quality grid.

Comparisons of overall cell density.
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(a) Good quality grid for 0° case.

(b) 45° case, initially poor quality grid.

(c) 45° case, updated good quality grid.

(d) 30° case, initially poor quality grid.

(e) 30° case, updated good quality grid.

Figure 3.11

Cell density near the box structure.
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(a) Good quality grid for 0° case.

(b) 45° case, initially poor quality grid.

(c) 45° case, updated good quality grid.

(d) 30° case, initially poor quality grid.

(e) 30° case, updated good quality grid.

Figure 3.12

Cell density in the gap region.
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3.1.2

BLS Two-Building Cases
More experienced was gained with Pointwise after creating the grids for the one-

building BLS cases. As a result, much better quality grids were generated for the twobuilding BLS cases. Taking the best quality grid from the one-building cases, a second
building was added downstream of the first building with varying gap distances. The first
two-building case had a gap of 13 inches with approximately 72.2 million cells, the
second case had a gap of 20 inches with 72.3 million cells, and the third case had a gap of
6 inches with 72.4 million cells. These three grids had an overall mesh quality of
“excellent” as identified by Loci/BLAST. These grids did not have much variation in cell
density for the different regions of the BLS except for the region around the gap between
the buildings as shown in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14.These figures depict a 2D sectional
cut along the centerline in the flow direction, and illustrate the cell variation for each
case.
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(a) 13 inch case.

(b) 20 inch case.

(c) 6 inch case.
Figure 3.13

Comparisons of overall cell density.
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(a) 13 inch case.

(b) 20 inch case.

(c) 6 inch case.
Figure 3.14

Cell density in spacing around buildings and in gap region.
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3.1.3

Open Air Cases
For the open air cases, a 2D axisymmetric simulation was run to model the initial

detonation phase of the blast. The results of the 2D simulations were then interpolated
into the 3D mesh system to provide the initial conditions for the 3D simulations.
Therefore, both 2D and 3D grids were generated using Pointwise. The 2D grid had
approximately 32 million cells with a spacing of 1 mm. The first and second cases used
the same unstructured grid where the cell spacing varied from 1 cm for the area surround
the buildings and in the street to 5 cm outside of the building areas extending to the
boundary, as shown in Figure 3.15. This grid had approximately 160.2 million cells. The
third and fourth cases used the same overset grid where the cell spacing is the same as the
previous grids, as shown in Figure 3.15. The background grid is a Cartesian mesh with 5
cm cell spacing with approximately 26 million cells. There are four unstructured
component grids, one for each building, with a cell spacing of 1 cm. Only one component
grid was initially generated; using symmetry, the other component grids were mirrored to
their respective location. This ensured that all of the component grids had the same cell
characteristics. Each component grid had approximately 3.3 million cells making the total
grid size to be 38.7 million cells. Notice the component grids overlaying the background
grid where the Cartesian cells are still present where the buildings are located. The
presence of these background cells is due to not using the hole-cutting algorithm in
Loci/BLAST. Since the component grids are stationary with the appropriate boundary
conditions, hole-cutting is unnecessary for this type of problem.
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(a) 13 inch spacing cases, unstructured grid.

(b) 23 inch spacing cases, overset grid.
Figure 3.15

Cell density comparison for 13 and 23 inch spacing cases, respectively.

The first case was used to study the overset grid methods. The unstructured grid
simulation served as the baseline for comparison since Loci/BLAST is known to perform
well with these types of grids. Seven different overset grid combinations were compared.
The background grids used varied from Cartesian to unstructured and the component
grids used varied from Cartesian to unstructured. Also, the number of component grids
used varied from one to four grids, and the spacing of the component grids varied from 1
cm to 0.5 cm. Table 3.1shows different combinations of overset grid configurations used
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along with the number of cells for the respective grid. All background grids had a spacing
of 5 cm. The component grids for oversets 1, 2, 3, and 5 had a cell spacing of 1 cm where
oversets 4, 6, and 7 had a cell spacing of 0.5 cm. Figure 3.16 depicts a 2D sectional cut
illustrating the cell density of the background and component grids around the buildings.
Table 3.1

The Different Overset Grid Combinations for the First Test Case.

Backgrd.
# of
# of
# of
Total # of
Comp.
Grid
Grid
Backgrd.
Comp.
Comp.
Cells
Grid Type
Type
Cells (mil)
Grids
Cells (mil)
(mil)
Overset-1
Unstr.
142.4
Unstr.
1
12.3
154.7
Overset-2
Unstr.
142.4
Unstr.
4
13.7
156.1
Overset-3
Cart.
26.0
Unstr.
4
13.7
39.7
Overset-4
Cart.
26.0
Unstr.
4
96.4
122.4
Overset-5
Cart.
26.0
Cart.
4
2.0
28.0
Overset-6
Cart.
26.0
Cart.
4
17.0
43.0
Overset-7
Cart.
26.0
Unstr.
1
94.6
120.6
Backgrd=Background; Comp=Component; mil=millions; Unstr=Unstructured;
Cart=Cartesian.
The process to create the overset grids using Pointwise is very similar to
generating a completely unstructured grid. The steps used in the overset grid generation
process were:
1.

First the background grid was created by itself without the buildings using
Pointwise.

2.

Next each component grid was generated separately with Pointwise
making sure the grids were placed in the appropriate coordinate location.

3.

After creating each grid in Pointwise, each grid was exported to the
UGRID CAE solver as a binary file using double precision. This creates a
ugrid file.

4.

The ugrid file was renamed to casename.b8.ugrid, and create a tags file
named casename.tags where the boundary conditions are named
appropriately for convenience.
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5.

These two files were used to generate a vog file with the command
ugrid2vog -in -b -swapb -o casename. The flag -in is for inches (the metric
used for my grid), -b for binary file type, -swapb to account for how
Pointwise exports the binary file, and -o to skip the optimization step that
is sometimes necessary when running out of memory becomes an issue.

6.

Once the background and component grids are generated to their own vog
files, the following command was used to merge them together: vogmerge
-g background.vog -tag Background -g component1.vog -tag Component1
-o overset.vog. Where background is the name of the background grid and
component1 is the name of the component grid. To add more component
grids, the same notation is used after each previous component grid. The
flag -g is for grids (i.e. each vog file), -tag is to help Loci/BLAST identify
each grid, and -o is the output grid.

7.

After merging all the grids together, the vogcheck tool was run to
determine the quality of the grid.

The time needed to generate the unstructured grids versus the oversets was a
significant focus of this research. Table 3.2 presents the modeling time required for
creating the cells within Pointwise, exporting these cells to a standard grid format, and
then converting this grid to a format recognizable by Loci/BLAST. A couple of the
support tools from Loci/BLAST have the capability to run in parallel. Therefore, the
times shown in the table are for a single processor. The time needed to complete these
operations will decrease when more processors are used. From the table it is clear that a
completely unstructured grid takes the most amount of time to obtain a usable grid. Most
of the time is spent just creating the cells in the domain within the Pointwise software.
Generating overset grids add a few more steps for the modeler, but the total time saved in
doing so is a very desirable aspect when time is important. Using Cartesian background
grids for overset grid systems reduces the time required to generate the background
meshes within Pointwise. Also, the time shown for the component grids is assuming that
each grid was generated separately and assumes using symmetry was not implemented. If
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symmetry is used, then the time to create the cells in Pointwise would be a fourth of the
time shown.
In summary, despite the extra steps needed, generating overset grids is a more
efficient approach than generating completely unstructured grids from a time perspective.
The computational performance and accuracy of the unstructured and overset grids will
be discussed in a later section.
Table 3.2

Modeling Time for the Unstructured and Overset Grids.

Time to Time Time Time to
Time to Time to
convert
to
to
convert
create
export
backgrd create export comp.
Grid
backgrd backgrd
. grid to comp. comp. grid to
. cells
. grid
vog
cells
grid
vog
(sec)
(sec)
(sec)
(sec)
(sec)
(sec)
Unstr.
3540
2460
530
Overset-1
3120
1260
126
228
140
92
Overset-2
3120
1260
126
72
168
92
Overset-3
0
420
98
72
168
92
Overset-4
0
420
98
420
1036
5
Overset-5
0
420
98
0
80
0
Overset-6
0
420
98
0
440
1
Overset-7
0
420
98
2349
938
18
Backgrd=Background, Comp=Component, sec=seconds, min=minutes,
Unstr=Unstructured.
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Time
to
merge
vog
files
(sec)
308
313
165
169
64
100
171

Total
time
(min)
109
88
86
17
36
11
18
67

(a) Overset-1

(b) Overset-2

(c) Overset-3

(d) Overset-4

(e) Overset-5

(f) Overset-6

(g) Overset-7
Figure 3.16

Cell density comparison for different overset grids.
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3.2

Initial Conditions
An initial absolute pressure of 814.7 psi (800 psig) was specified for the driver

section for the one-building BLS cases. Driver and ambient temperatures were set to
80°F. The actual temperatures measured on the day the experiments were used in all
simulations. Ambient pressure in all other regions of the mesh was set to 14.7 psi
(assumed). Initial values of density were also computed from the specified pressure and
temperature using an ideal gas equation of state for all simulations.
Similarly for the two-building BLS cases, the initial absolute pressure for the
driver section was set to 814.7 psi (800psig). The driver and ambient temperatures were
set to 69°F, 66°F, and 66°F for the 13 inch separation, 20 inch separation, and 6 inch
separation, respectively. The ambient pressure in all other regions of the mesh was set to
14.7 psi (assumed).
There are two sets of initial conditions for the open air cases: conditions for the
2D axisymmetric simulation and the 3D simulations. The 2D simulation is given a
cylindrical area of composition C4 associated with the explosive charge. This C4 area has
an initial ambient pressure and temperature of 14.7 psi and 90°F, respectively. The rest of
the 2D mesh has the same initial ambient pressure and temperature but for air instead of
C4. The density of C4 was assumed to be a standard value of 1601 kg/m3, and the density
of air is calculated through the ideal gas equation of state. Once the 2D simulation has
finished, the resulting values of pressure, density, temperature, etc., are mapped into the
3D grid as the initial conditions corresponding to the appropriate cells for a given space.
This mapping step will be discussed in greater detail in a later section. For the cells that
did not get values from the mapping, the ambient pressure and temperature are given to
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be 14.7 psi and 90°F, respectively, of air along with the calculated density from the ideal
gas equation of state.
3.3

Boundary Conditions
The exterior boundary surfaces along with the surfaces of the BLS were specified

as reflecting boundaries. This boundary condition implements a second order reflecting
boundary condition where the interior solution is reflected through the boundary normal
to the exterior [27]. For the unrotated one-building BLS case, the boundary wall behind
the calibration plate was placed at approximately 12 feet downstream of the calibration
plate. For the one-building rotated and the two-building BLS cases, this wall was placed
3.7 feet downstream of the calibration plate. The outer boundary wall parallel to the BLS
was placed at 16.7 feet from the centerline for all BLS configurations.
For the 2D open air simulation, the ground was assumed to be a reflecting
boundary, farfield boundaries at the top plane and the right side plane were set to ambient
pressure and temperature, and the axis of rotation along with the rest of the cells was
assumed to be a symmetry boundary. These boundary conditions are illustrated in Figure
3.17. The farfield boundary condition is an inflow/outflow characteristic boundary
condition that can handle both supersonic and subsonic flow conditions [27]. The red
section in Figure 3.17 represents where the explosive was detonated which still has a
symmetry boundary condition. The symmetry boundary condition is specifically designed
for 2D or axisymmetric simulations where the 2D grid is extruded or rotated to form a
one cell thick mesh with two opposing symmetry planes, and is the most efficient and
robust [27].
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For the unstructured 3D open air simulations, the ground and the buildings had a
reflecting boundary condition where the outer boundary had a farfield boundary
condition. The ground, buildings, and outer boundary had the same boundary conditions
as the unstructured grids with the addition of an interface boundary condition for the
boundaries of the component grids. This boundary condition interpolates the boundary
values from the solution variables, and is used to couple between grids that are
overlapping or not point matched [27].

Figure 3.17

2D mesh boundary conditions.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The information in this section explains the results from each test case of the BLS
and open air blasts. The probe data generated with Loci/BLAST is compared with the
probe data from each experiment. These comparisons are X-Y plots with the x-axis being
the time, the first y-axis being the pressure, and the second y-axis being the impulse. The
plots for the open air cases are given as normalized pressure and normalized impulse. All
plots can be found in the appendix. The computational performance is also discussed in
this section for the various test cases.
The simulations for each BLS case with the open configuration are part of an
ongoing effort to evaluate Loci/BLAST and other blast codes under different conditions.
This open gap ensures that the air flow is not confined to the interior of the BLS sections
and that it is allowed to exhaust to the exterior regions surrounding the BLS. The onebuilding cases show how the shock wave interacts with just a single building given
different obliquity orientations, and the two-building cases show the wave interactions
with two buildings for different gap distances where there are shielding and reflecting
effects. The open air cases also demonstrate Loci/BLAST’s capability as a blast code to
simulate blast waves on the four-building cases where the charge is placed at different
orientations with respect to the centerline of the street and at different gap distances
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between the buildings. The EnSight software was used as the visualization tool where the
solution variables are presented as contour plots at select times for various view points.
4.1

BLS One-Building Cases
Once the high pressure region of the BLS releases the compressed gas (air), a

shockwave travels the length of the BLS sections to contact the single target. Plots of the
pressure field about the box structure are provided in Figure 4.1 to Figure 4.6. These
figures depict the shock propagating downstream and its interaction with the structure at
select times. It can be seen that the strength of the reflected shockwave is weaker for the
rotated structures than the unrotated case. This agrees with the shock physics that the
normal reflected shock is stronger in the unrotated case than the oblique cases.

(a) 22 msec
Figure 4.1

(b) 23 msec

(c) 24 msec

Pressure field around structure, side view, 0° obliquity.
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(a) 22 msec
Figure 4.2

(b) 23 msec

(c) 24 msec

Pressure field around structure, side view, 30° obliquity.

(a) 22 msec
Figure 4.4

(c) 24 msec

Pressure field around structure, side view, 45° obliquity.

(a) 22 msec
Figure 4.3

(b) 23 msec

(b) 23 msec

(c) 24 msec

Pressure field around structure, top view, 0° obliquity.
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(a) 22 msec
Figure 4.5

(c) 24 msec

Pressure field around structure, top view, 45° obliquity.

(a) 22 msec
Figure 4.6

(b) 23 msec

(b) 23 msec

(c) 24 msec

Pressure field around structure, top view, 30° obliquity.

Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8, and Figure 4.9 illustrate the flow behavior in the gap
region for the three cases considered here. As the shock enters the gap region, it diffracts
around the side walls of the BLS and begins venting into the exterior region outside of
the BLS. The forward propagating shock reflects off of the calibration plate and reenters
the BLS structure. There is not much variation between each case except for the position
of the exterior wall on the downstream side (see right hand side of the figures). For the
rotated cases, the wall appears to be positioned too close to the edge of the calibration
plate, resulting in a much stronger reflection and adverse effect on the modeling of the
venting process. Due to the addition of the gap section downstream of the building and
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the placement of the back wall downstream of the calibration plate, the airflow is
reflected off the outer boundary walls in the rotated cases and traveling back into the gap
region, as shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.7

(a) 28 msec

(b) 29 msec

(c) 30 msec

(d) 31 msec

(e) 32 msec

(f) 33 msec

(g) 34 msec

(h) 35 msec

Pressure field in gap region, top view, 0° obliquity.
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Figure 4.8

(a) 28 msec

(b) 29 msec

(c) 30 msec

(d) 31 msec

(e) 32 msec

(f) 33 msec

(g) 34 msec

(h) 35 msec

Pressure field in the gap region, top view, 45° obliquity.
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Figure 4.9

(a) 28 msec

(b) 29 msec

(c) 30 msec

(d) 31 msec

(e) 32 msec

(f) 33 msec

(g) 34 msec

(h) 35 msec

Pressure field in the gap region, top view, 30° obliquity.
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(a) 45° obliquity at 56 msec

(b) 30° obliquity at 56 msec

(c) 45° obliquity at 57 msec

(d) 30° obliquity at 57 msec

(e) 45° obliquity at 58 msec

(f) 30° obliquity at 58 msec

(g) 45° obliquity at 59 msec

(h) 30° obliquity at 59 msec

Figure 4.10

Pressure field in the gap region for the rotated cases.
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(i) 45° obliquity at 60 msec

(j) 30° obliquity at 60 msec

Figure 4.10 (continued)

The single structure, unrotated case was computed on the Shadow computing
clusters at MSU’s HPCC facility. The rotated cases were computed on the Topaz
computing clusters at ERDC’s DoD Supercomputing Resource Center (DSRC). The
effect of poor grid quality for the rotated target cases on computational performance is
seen in Table 4.1. On equal size and quality meshes, the run times on the ERDC platform
Topaz should have been on the order of one eighth to one tenth that of the runs on MSU’s
Shadow. However, after producing better quality grids, only the results for the 30
obliquity case showed any significant improvement in computational performance. This
still could be a result of cell skewness that might have been missed in the mesh
generation. It is important to note that despite the large total processor-hours for the
improved grid for the 45 case, there is still an improvement in performance. The number
of cells is nearly four times that of lower quality grid, but the total processor hours are
just over double. The improved grid for the 30 case shows a more significant
improvement with a speedup of around 2.5.
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Table 4.1

Loci/BLAST Computational Performance for BLS Single Structure Cases

Test Case
0°
45° (Initial)
30° (Initial)
45° (Updated)
30° (Updated)

No. of
Cells
(mil)
70
16.3
15.8
70.1
68.8

Analysis
Time
(msec)
71
68
74
69
83

HPC
Platform
Shadow
Topaz
Topaz
Topaz
Topaz

Total
No. of Wall Clock
ProcessorProcessors Time (hrs)
Hours
200
237.5
47,500
2048
123.6
253,133
2048
121.6
249,037
2048
285.0
583,701
2048
47.8
97,796

Loci/BLAST computes a rough estimate of parallel efficiency over the course of a
simulation. On the MSU Shadow system, this number was usually around 80%. On the
ERDC Topaz system, the parallel efficiency dropped into the 60% to 70% range. Other
potential causes of the wide variations in computational performance include differences
in compilers used to build Loci/BLAST, the various libraries such as HDF5 and MPI that
are linked to Loci/BLAST, and load balancing for the larger grids.
Comparisons between Loci/BLAST and the measured data for the test cases are
provided in Appendix A.1. Note, only the experimental results for a single test are
presented in the figures. The measurements were repeatable, and only the results from a
single test are shown to reduce clutter. The figures have two sets of results for
Loci/BLAST. The plots labeled “BLAST – Poor” refer to those generated using the
initial, poor quality grids; while the plots labeled “BLAST – Good” refer to calculations
using the updated, good quality grids.
Overall, it appears that Loci/BLAST generally under-predicts the peak pressures
for the calibration plate, side wall, and the back face of the structure. The peak pressures
for the front, top, and side faces are slightly over-predicted. The expansion after peak is
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again steeper than that measured, causing the calculated impulse to be lower than the
measured results for most gauge locations. The Loci/BLAST results mostly match the
experimental data after the peak values with the exceptions of being slightly steeper and
having random spikes and dips in the pressure valuations.
Of particular interest are the results for the PBT-1 gauge. The unrotated and 30
obliquity cases show a significant secondary shock at around 45 msec in the test data that
is not captured by Loci/BLAST which shows a continued expansion followed by a mild
recompression. The 45 obliquity case shows a relatively weaker shock at 45 msec in the
test data. It is unclear if this discrepancy is due to problems in the experimental data or is
a result of the reflection and interaction of waves from the BLS roof and floor that flow
back through the gap opening. A new set of simulations that model the BLS roof and
floor structure along with an improved quality mesh would help to quantify what the
effect of the incomplete modeling of the region exterior to the BLS has on the simulation
results.
The updated grid did improve computational performance; however, there was
only a marginal improvement in the comparisons to the measured data. This was a
surprising result, and further investigation into the mesh quality is warranted. There is a
learning curve associated with any mesh generation tool, and it is possible that local poor
quality cells could still remain in the Pointwise-generated grid.
4.2

BLS Two-Building Cases
Similar to the one-building cases, the compressed air is released and the resulting

shockwave travels down the length of the BLS and makes contact with the targets. Plots
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of the pressure field about the box structures are provided in Figure 4.11 to Figure 4.16.
These figures depict the shock propagating downstream and its interaction with the
structures at different times. The reflected shock on the front face of the first structure
appears to be the same strength in all three cases since the orientation of this structure did
not change from case to case. However, it is noticeable that the strength of the shockwave
being reflected between the buildings varies with changes in the gap distance. The case
with the 6 inch gap appears to experience the lowest shock strength being reflected. This
shows good agreement with how the shockwave propagates after interacting with a
structure. As Needham [28] explains, once a blast wave interacts with a structure
perpendicular to the flow, the distance for the blast wave to recover can be 4 to 5 times
the dimension of the structure. Although some energy of the blast wave is lost due to
reflections, the secondary structures that are farther away should experience a stronger
load. The figures below illustrate this concept.
The airflow exhausting into the exterior of the BLS and the reflection of the
shockwave off the calibration plate and boundary wall will not be addressed for the twobuilding cases. The flow behavior is very similar to the one-building cases and is
mentioned in the previous section.
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Figure 4.11

(a) 23 msec

(b) 24 msec

(c) 25 msec

(d) 26 msec

(e) 27 msec

(f) 28 msec

Pressure field around structures, side view, 13 inch gap.
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Figure 4.12

(a) 23 msec

(b) 24 msec

(c) 25 msec

(d) 26 msec

(e) 27 msec

(f) 28 msec

Pressure field around structures, side view, 20 inch gap.
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Figure 4.13

(a) 23 msec

(b) 24 msec

(c) 25 msec

(d) 26 msec

(e) 27 msec

(f) 28 msec

Pressure field around structures, side view, 6 inch gap.
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Figure 4.14

(a) 23 msec

(b) 24 msec

(c) 25 msec

(d) 26 msec

(e) 27 msec

(f) 28 msec

Pressure field around structures, top view, 13 inch gap.
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Figure 4.15

(a) 23 msec

(b) 24 msec

(c) 25 msec

(d) 26 msec

(e) 27 msec

(f) 28 msec

Pressure field around structures, top view, 20 inch gap.
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Figure 4.16

(a) 23 msec

(b) 24 msec

(c) 25 msec

(d) 26 msec

(e) 27 msec

(f) 28 msec

Pressure field around structures, top view, 6 inch gap.

The two structure BLS cases were computed on the Topaz computing clusters at
ERDC’s DSRC. Each grid was identified as having excellent quality. As a result,
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Loci/BLAST performed better with these grids than it did for the single building grids.
On the ERDC Topaz system, the parallel efficiency increased to a range of 72% to 76%.
Table 4.2 shows the computational performance of each test case. Notice the wall clock
time and total processor hours are slightly higher than the good quality grids of Table 4.1.
One reason for the increase is the number of visualization output files generated was set
to double that of the one-building cases. Also the additional structure added some
complexity to the solution and took more time to solve.
Table 4.2

Loci/BLAST Computational Performance for BLS Two Structure Cases.

No. of
Test Case
Cells (mil)
13 inch
20 inch
6 inch

72.2
72.3
72.4

Analysis
Time
(msec)
60
60
60

HPC
Platform
Topaz
Topaz
Topaz

Total
No. of
Wall Clock
ProcessorProcessors Time (hrs)
Hours
2048
59.1
120,985
2048
57.8
118,384
2048
58.9
120,690

Comparisons between Loci/BLAST and the measured data for the test cases are
provided in Appendix A.2. Note, only the experimental results for a single test are
presented in the figures. The measurements were repeatable, and only the results from a
single test are shown to reduce clutter. It appears the Loci/BLAST generally underpredicts the peak pressures for the calibration plate, side walls, and the back faces of the
structures, similar to the one-building cases. The peak pressures for the front, top, and
side faces are slightly over-predicted.
The front face of the first building in all three cases has a less steep expansion
after the peak causing the calculated impulse to be slightly higher than the experimental.
The front face of the second building for the 13 inch and 20 inch cases experience a
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higher peak pressure and a less steep expansion while the 6 inch case experiences a much
lower peak pressure and a steeper expansion causing the impulse to be much lower than
the measured results. The back face of the first building does not seem to be capturing the
peak pressure of the reflected shock very well where the 13 inch and 20 inch cases are
well under-predicted and the 6 inch case is well over-predicted. However, the expansion
after this peak is very similar to the experimental results and follows the impulse curve
nicely. The back face of the second structure has an under-predicted peak pressure for all
cases, but the expansion after the peak matches nicely to the experimental results. The
Loci/BLAST results mostly match the experimental data after the peak values with the
exceptions of being slightly steeper and having random spikes and dips in the pressure
valuations.
4.3

Open Air Cases
Initially, a 2D grid is used to simulate a C4 cylindrical explosion up to a specific

solution time. The use of the 2D simulation is much more convenient and inexpensive
than a full 3D simulation. This 2D simulation allows the blast wave to travel the distance
up to a few cells in front of the structure before striking it. Once the blast wave reaches
this point, the 2D simulation is stopped, the solution variables are saved for each cell, and
then the solution is axisymmetrically interpolated onto the 3D grid that will be used to
complete the simulation. The complete detailed step-by-step process used during this
effort with the Pointwise grid generation software is listed as follows:
1.

A simple 2D Cartesian surface mesh was created in Pointwise with the
appropriate cell spacing. A note to consider: Loci/BLAST requires the
axis of rotation to be the x-axis. This is important when creating the 2D
grid.
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2.

This 2D mesh was extruded to the length of one cell wide. Loci/BLAST
requires a 3D grid of one cell thick to run a 2D simulation.

3.

Each surface mesh was added to its own separate boundary condition, 6
total. It is not necessary to specify a boundary condition type in Pointwise.
This is accomplished by Loci/BLAST.

4.

All of the surface meshes were used to create a “block” as defined by
Pointwise.

5.

This block was exported to the UGRID CAE solver as a binary file with
double data precision. This generates a ugrid file.

6.

The ugrid file was renamed to casename.b8.ugrid, and a tags file was
created named casename.tags where the boundary conditions are named
appropriately for convenience. Creating a tags file is very important for
the overset grids.

7.

These two files were used to generate a vog file with the command
ugrid2vog -in -b -swapb -o casename. The flag -in is for inches (the metric
used for my grid), -b for binary file type, -swapb to account for how
Pointwise exports the binary file, and -o to skip the optimization step that
is sometimes necessary when running out of memory becomes an issue.

8.

Next, the vars file was created and setup. In this file, the appropriate grid
coordinates (i.e. axisymmetric) and boundary conditions were set. The
correct chemistry model (usually an mdl file) was imported. The initial
conditions for the ambient cells and the cells containing the explosive
were defined. The appropriate explosive burn model (e.g. _c4 and
_jwlgas) was defined.

9.

With the vog, vars, and the mdl files in the same directory, the
Loci/BLAST simulation was submitted to the high performance computer
using a PBS script.

10.

Once this simulation is finished, Loci/BLAST generates put files. The
appropriate put file (e.g. put.2500_casename) along with the 3D vog file
(created in the same manner as the 2D Steps 3-7) was placed in the same
directory.

11.

Another vars file was created for the 3D simulation. The appropriate grid
coordinates (i.e. cartesian) and boundary conditions were set. The put file
was used to interpolate the solution from the 2D grid to the 3D gird. The
argument used here looks similar to interpolateAxiSymmetric:
<file=”put.2500_casename”,axis=[0,-1,0],origin=[0,0,0]> along with
the interpolateMinStencilSize: 1000 argument.
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12.

With the vog, vars, and put files in the same directory, the Loci/BLAST
simulation was submitted to the high performance computer using a PBS
script.

13.

If the simulation time had not been met after the initial run had completed,
then the arguments from Step 11 was removed from the vars file and the
simulation was restarted like normal.

After the 2D simulation is interpolated onto the 3D grid, the 3D simulation is
allowed to run until the predetermined solution time has been reached. Plots of the
pressure field about the box structures for each case are shown in Figure 4.17 to Figure
4.27. Each case has the blast wave reaching the targets at a different time due to the
location of the initial charge and the spacing of the buildings. Due to ERDC/DoD
operational security concerns, the time shown is in scaled micro-seconds (usec) for each
simulation and does not include the solution time for the 2D simulation. In addition all
pressure and impulse results are normalized by a selected peak value of pressure.
The top view figures illustrate the blast wave passing through the buildings where
the reflected blast waves can be seen. The blast wave is perfectly symmetrical about the
centerline of the street for the charge placed along the centerline and is symmetrical about
the line angled 45° from the centerline for the charge placed at the 45° orientation. The
pressures on each side of the symmetry line corresponding to the respective location can
be considered equal in magnitude. The 3D figures give a better understanding of the
pressures experienced on each face of the buildings as the blast wave moves across them.
The cases where the front face is perpendicular to the blast wave show the
strength of the reflected normal shock to be greater than the strength of the reflected
oblique shock of the building faces at the 45° angle to the blast wave. This agrees with
the shock physics that a reflected normal shockwave is stronger than a reflected oblique
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shockwave. The second row of buildings in the case with the 23 inch building spacing
experiences a strong blast wave than the case with the 13 inch building spacing. This is
due to the blast wave being able to recover from the first row of buildings. Also, vortices
form as the blast wave propagates past the buildings. This vortex formation causes
rotational flow which is slow to convert back into the normal blast wave. The energy
displaced by the rotational flow is eventually converted back to the normal flow but is
behind the blast wave. The buildings at the 45° orientation to the blast have larger
vortices than the buildings normal to the blast wave.
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Figure 4.17

(a) 500 scaled usec

(b) 1000 scaled usec

(c) 1500 scaled usec

(d) 2000 scaled usec

(e) 2500 scaled usec

(f) 3000 scaled usec

(g) 3500 scaled usec

(h) 4000 scaled usec

Pressure field around structures, side view, 13 inch spacing, 0°.
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Figure 4.18

(a) 500 scaled usec

(b) 1000 scaled usec

(c) 1500 scaled usec

(d) 2000 scaled usec

(e) 2500 scaled usec

(f) 3000 scaled usec

(g) 3500 scaled usec

(h) 4000 scaled usec

Pressure field around structures, top view, 13 inch spacing, 0°.
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Figure 4.19

(a) 800 scaled usec

(b) 1300 scaled usec

(c) 1800 scaled usec

(d) 2300 scaled usec

(e) 2800 scaled usec

(f) 3300 scaled usec

(g) 3800 scaled usec

(h) 4300 scaled usec

(i) 4800 scaled usec

(j) 5300 scaled usec

Pressure field around structures, front angled view, 13 inch spacing, 45°.
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Figure 4.20

(a) 800 scaled usec

(b) 1300 scaled usec

(c) 1800 scaled usec

(d) 2300 scaled usec

(e) 2800 scaled usec

(f) 3300 scaled usec

(g) 3800 scaled usec

(h) 4300 scaled usec

(i) 4800 scaled usec

(j) 5300 scaled usec

Pressure field around structures, rear angled view, 13 inch spacing, 45°.
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Figure 4.21

(a) 800 scaled usec

(b) 1300 scaled usec

(c) 1800 scaled usec

(d) 2300 scaled usec

(e) 2800 scaled usec

(f) 3300 scaled usec

(g) 3800 scaled usec

(h) 4300 scaled usec

(i) 4800 scaled usec

(j) 5300 scaled usec

Pressure field around structures, top view, 13 inch spacing, 45°.
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Figure 4.22

(a) 800 scaled usec

(b) 1300 scaled usec

(c) 1800 scaled usec

(d) 2300 scaled usec

(e) 2800 scaled usec

(f) 3300 scaled usec

(g) 3800 scaled usec

(h) 4300 scaled usec

(i) 4800 scaled usec

(j) 5300 scaled usec

Pressure field around structures, front angled view, 23 inch spacing, 0°.
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Figure 4.23

(a) 800 scaled usec

(b) 1300 scaled usec

(c) 1800 scaled usec

(d) 2300 scaled usec

(e) 2800 scaled usec

(f) 3300 scaled usec

(g) 3800 scaled usec

(h) 4300 scaled usec

(i) 4800 scaled usec

(j) 5300 scaled usec

Pressure field around structures, rear angled view, 23 inch spacing, 0°.
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Figure 4.24

(a) 800 scaled usec

(b) 1300 scaled usec

(c) 1800 scaled usec

(d) 2300 scaled usec

(e) 2800 scaled usec

(f) 3300 scaled usec

(g) 3800 scaled usec

(h) 4300 scaled usec

(i) 4800 scaled usec

(j) 5300 scaled usec

Pressure field around structures, top view, 23 inch spacing, 0°.
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Figure 4.25

(a) 500 scaled usec

(b) 1000 scaled usec

(c) 1500 scaled usec

(d) 2000 scaled usec

(e) 2500 scaled usec

(f) 3000 scaled usec

(g) 3500 scaled usec

(h) 4000 scaled usec

(i) 4500 scaled usec

(j) 5000 scaled usec

Pressure field around structures, front angled view, 23 inch spacing, 45°.
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Figure 4.26

(a) 500 scaled usec

(b) 1000 scaled usec

(c) 1500 scaled usec

(d) 2000 scaled usec

(e) 2500 scaled usec

(f) 3000 scaled usec

(g) 3500 scaled usec

(h) 4000 scaled usec

(i) 4500 scaled usec

(j) 5000 scaled usec

Pressure field around structures, rear angled view, 23 inch spacing, 45°.
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Figure 4.27

(a) 500 scaled usec

(b) 1000 scaled usec

(c) 1500 scaled usec

(d) 2000 scaled usec

(e) 2500 scaled usec

(f) 3000 scaled usec

(g) 3500 scaled usec

(h) 4000 scaled usec

(i) 4500 scaled usec

(j) 5000 scaled usec

Pressure field around structures, top view, 23 inch spacing, 45°.
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The four structure open air cases were computed on the Topaz computing clusters
at ERDC’s DSRC. Each grid was identified as having excellent quality. On the ERDC
Topaz system, the parallel efficiency for each case ranged from 70% to 73%. Table 4.3
shows the computational performance of each test case. Both of the 13 inch spacing test
cases used the same unstructured. Both of the 23 inch spacing test cases used the same
overset grid with a Cartesian background grid and four unstructured component grids.
The 23 inch cases have very similar total processor-hours for the same analysis time, and
the 13 inch cases have comparable total processor-hours for the given analysis times.
Notice the wall clock times for the overset grids are less than a third of that of the
unstructured grid for the same analysis time. This is mostly due number of cells being
used in the overset grid is nearly a fourth of the cells in the unstructured grid. Although
the spacing is the same for both types of grids, the background grid for the overset mesh
is using hexahedral cells which use significantly less cells of the same space as the
tetrahedral cells of the unstructured grid.
Table 4.3

Test case
13 in, 0°
13 in,
45°
23 in, 0°
23 in,
45°

Loci/BLAST Computational Performance for Open Air Cases.
2D
No.
of
cells
(mil)
32
32
32
32

2D
wall
clock
time
(hrs)
26.9
24.3
24.3
24.3

3D No.
of cells
(mil)

Total
analysis
time
(msec)

No. of
processor
s

3D wall
clock
time
(hrs)

Total
processor
-hours

160.2

97

2048

47.7

152,781

160.2

73

2048

34.9

121,241

38.7

73

2048

11.3

72,909

38.7

73

2048

11.4

73,114
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The test case with the 13 inch spacing at the 0° orientation was chosen to evaluate
the overset grid method for different overset configurations, as explained in CHAPTER
III. The unstructured grid for this test case is used as the baseline of Loci/BLAST’s
performance and represents a typical grid used when modeling this type of test case. This
grid is used to compare the computational performance and the ability to capture the
pressures experienced on the faces of the buildings of the overset grids. Table 4.4 shows
the computational performance of each grid and Table 4.5 shows the overset grid
configurations along with the spacing of each grid.
Table 4.4

Loci/BLAST Computational Performance of Overset Grids for Open Air
13 Inch Building Spacing at 0° Orientation

Grid
Unstructured
Overset-1
Overset-2
Overset-3
Overset-4
Overset-5
Overset-6
Overset-7

Total
No. of
cells
(mil)
160.2
154.7
156.1
39.7
122.4
28.0
43.0
120.6

Total
analysis
time
(msec)
97
73
73
98
73
73
73
73

No. of
processors
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048

72

2D wall
clock
time
(hrs)
26.9
26.9
26.9
26.9
26.9
26.9
26.9
26.9

3D wall
clock
time
(hrs)
47.7
30.5
32.4
15.0
62.7
2.0
4.3
68.8

Total
processorhours
152,781
117,555
121,446
85,811
183,501
59,187
63,898
195,994

Table 4.5

Grid
Overset1
Overset2
Overset3
Overset4
Overset5
Overset6
Overset7

Overset Grid Configurations and Mesh Spacing for Open Air 13 Inch
Building Spacing at 0° Orientation
Background
Grid
Unstructured.
Unstructured
Cartesian
Cartesian
Cartesian
Cartesian
Cartesian

Background
Spacing (cm)
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

No. of
Component
Grids

Component
Grid

1

Unstructured

4

Unstructured

4

Unstructured

4

Unstructured

4

Cartesian

4

Cartesian

1

Unstructured

Component
Spacing
(cm)
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
1.0
0.5
0.5

All of the grids have approximately the same parallel efficiency in the range of
70% to 75%. The grids with the fewer number of cells have lower total processor-hours
than the grids with more cells. Also, the grids with the finer spacing component grids (i.e.
oversets 4, 6, and 7) took significantly longer to reach the analysis time than the
corresponding coarser spacing component grids (i.e. 3, 5, and 1, respectively). Overset-5
has the best computational performance and takes the least amount of time to generate the
grid. This is due to having all hexahedral cells which take very little time to generate and
are very efficient from a solution standpoint. However, overset-3 performed the best out
of the grids with the unstructured component grids and performed close to overset-5.
Overset-3 took the least amount of time to generate that had unstructured component
grids.
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Comparisons between Loci/BLAST and the measured data for each test case are
provided in Appendix A.3. Note, only the experimental results for a single test are
presented in the figures. The measurements were repeatable, and only the results from a
single test are shown to reduce clutter. Also, the results for the overset grids are provided.
Note, the focus of the overset grids are to be compared to the results produced by
Loci/BLAST of the unstructured grid and not necessarily be compared to the
experimental test results. This is to demonstrate the ability of Loci/BLAST to produce
comparable results with the overset grid to that of the unstructured grids.
For most of the gauge locations, the peak pressures and expansions after the peak
of the overset grids are in good agreement with the results of the unstructured grid. The
same is true for the impulse curve for most of the gauges. However, for some of the
gauges, the pressure for the overset grids is slightly lower than the unstructured grid
causing the impulse to be slightly lower as well. Generally, all of the overset grids
resemble the unstructured grid quite nicely with the exception of a few locations.
Overset-5 appeared to show the most variation from the unstructured grid even though it
had the best computational performance. Based on the results of the overset grids for this
test case, overset-3 was chosen to complete the test cases with the 23 inch building
spacing.
Loci/BLAST appears to be consistently under-predicting the peak pressures for
almost all of the faces for each building in each test case with the exception of a few
gauges on different tests. The pressures for the reflected blast wave are also underpredicted across each case. However, the expansion after the peak is in nearly identical to
the experimental results up to a certain time. After this time, the weaker reflected blast
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waves appear to be out of sync with the experimental results and arrive slightly later. The
resulting impulse curves generally follow the experimental results quite well with a
slightly lower peak value. However, due to the variations in the pressure data, the
impulse starts to decrease much faster than the experimental results. Overall, the
Loci/BLAST results mostly match the experimental data after the peak values up to a
certain point where the pressures start behaving slightly different.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This research illustrates the analysis of blast waves for urban environments for
unstructured and overset grid methods using Loci/BLAST. The environment itself has
shown to be a contributing factor in variations in the blast loading experienced by the
buildings due to reflections and shielding effects. The work presented builds on existing
work by analyzing three one-building cases with different obliquity orientations in the
BLS, three two-building BLS cases with different building gaps, and four four-building
open air cases with different building spacings and charge orientations. Each case was
simulated using Loci/BLAST with either an unstructured grid or an overset grid. After
completing the simulations, pressure and impulse time histories were compared between
the simulations and experimental test at each gauge location. Pressure contour plots of the
flowfield around the structures were also generated for each case at various times.
The one-building BLS cases illustrate a shockwave interacting with a single
structure at 0°, 45° and 30° obliquity orientations to the onset shockwave. There were
some initial issues with poor quality grids that significantly affected the computational
performance of Loci/BLAST but did not greatly impact the accuracy of the results. Better
quality grids were generated where the simulations were re-run to compare with the poor
grids. Although, the better grids improved the computational performance, they did not
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show a significant increase in accuracy with the measured data. A more detailed study is
needed to justify these findings.
The two-building BLS cases illustrate a shockwave interacting with two identical
structures in line with each other at three different gap distances of 13 inches, 20 inches,
and 6 inches. It is noticeable that the strength of the shockwave being reflected between
the buildings changes when the gap distance varies. The building just 6 inches behind the
first building experiences a lower shock strength than the buildings that are 13 inches and
20 inches behind the first building. These interactions between the buildings and the
shockwave are in good agreement with the shock physics.
The open air cases illustrate a C4 charge being detonated at a certain standoff
distance to produce blast waves to interact with a four-building street layout for 13 inch
and 23 inch building spacing along with the charge oriented at 0° and 45° angles along
the center of the street. Both unstructured and overset grids were used with Loci/BLAST
to simulate the blast wave interactions with the buildings. A single test case was used to
evaluate different overset grid configurations for the total grid modeling time, the
computational efficiency, and the ability to capture the blast wave interactions with the
structures. The overset grids performed much better computationally than a completely
unstructured grid. For most of the overset grids, there was not much variation in results
when compared to the results of the unstructured grid. For these types of problems, it is
the author’s recommendation to use overset grids with a Cartesian background grid with
unstructured component grids to reduce the modeling time and wall clock time of the
supercomputing clusters while maintaining an accurate solution.
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The material presented in this thesis describes the six different BLS test cases
along with the four open air test cases. The grid generation process using the Pointwise
software tool is discussed in detail along with setting the boundary and initial conditions
for the Loci/BLAST simulations. Overall, Loci/BLAST produces pressure and impulse
data that is in good agreement with the experimental results for all test cases for both the
unstructured and overset grids. The overset grid technique has demonstrated to be a
viable method for analyzing blast effects on urban environments.
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APPENDIX A
PRESSURE AND IMPULSE CORRELATIONS FOR THE BLS ONE-BUILDING
CASES, BLS TWO-BUILDING CASES, AND THE OPEN AIR CASES
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A.1

BLS Single Structure Gauge Plots

Figure A.1

A.1.1

Gauge locations for single structure cases, unfolded view [19].

Gauge Comparisons for One-Building, 0° Obliquity

(a) Gauge CP-5
Figure A.2

(b) Gauge CP-9

Comparisons for calibration plate (0 obliquity).
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Figure A.3

(a) Gauge PBF-1

(b) Gauge PBF-2

(c) Gauge PBF-3

(d) Gauge PBF-4

(e) Gauge PBF-5

(f) Gauge PBF-6

Comparisons for the front face gauges (0° obliquity).
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(g) Gauge PBF-7

(h) Gauge PBF-8

Figure A.3 (continued)
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(a) Gauge PBT-1

(b) Gauge PBT-2

(c) Gauge PBT-3

(d) Gauge PBT-4

(e) Gauge PBT-5
Figure A.4

Comparisons for the top face gauges (0° obliquity).
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Figure A.5

(a) Gauge PBB-1

(b) Gauge PBB-2

(c) Gauge PBB-3

(d) Gauge PBB-4

Comparisons for the back face gauges (0° obliquity).
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Figure A.6

(a) Gauge PBR-1

(b) Gauge PBR-2

(c) Gauge PBR-3

(d) Gauge PBR-4

Comparisons for the right face gauges (0° obliquity).
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Figure A.7

(a) Gauge PBL-1

(b) Gauge PBL-2

(c) Gauge PBL-3

(d) Gauge PBL-4

Comparisons for the left face gauges (0° obliquity).
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A.1.2

Gauge Comparisons for One-Building, 45° Obliquity

(a) Gauge CP-5

(b) Gauge CP-9

(c) Gauge G-1
Figure A.8

(d) Gauge G-2

Comparisons for calibration plate and side wall (45 obliquity).
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(a) Gauge PBF-1

(b) Gauge PBF-2

(c) Gauge PBF-3

(d) Gauge PBF-4

(e) PBF-5
Figure A.9

(f) PBF-6

Comparisons for the front face gauges (45° obliquity).
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(g) PBF-7

(h) PBF-8

Figure A.9 (continued)
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(a) Gauge PBT-1

(b) Gauge PBT-2

(c) Gauge PBT-3

(d) Gauge PBT-4

(e) Gauge PBT-5
Figure A.10 Comparisons for the top face gauges (45 obliquity).
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(a) Gauge PBB-1

(b) Gauge PBB-2

(c) Gauge PBB-3

(d) Gauge PBB-4

Figure A.11 Comparisons for the back face gauges (45° obliquity).
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(a) Gauge PBR-1

(b) Gauge PBR-2

(c) Gauge PBR-3

(d) Gauge PBR-4

Figure A.12 Comparisons for the right face gauges (45 obliquity).
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(a) Gauge PBL-1

(b) Gauge PBL-2

(c) Gauge PBL-3

(d) Gauge PBL-4

Figure A.13 Comparisons for the left face gauges (45 obliquity).
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A.1.3

Gauge Comparisons for One-Building, 30° Obliquity

(a) Gauge CP5

(b) Gauge CP9

(c) Gauge G1

(d) Gauge G2

Figure A.14 Comparisons for calibration plate and sidewall (30 obliquity).
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(a) Gauge PBF-1

(b) Gauge PBF-2

(c) Gauge PBF-3

(d) Gauge PBF-4

(e) Gauge PBF-5

(f) Gauge PBF-6

Figure A.15 Comparisons for the front face gauges (30 obliquity).
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(g) Gauge PBF-7

(h) Gauge PBF-8

Figure A.15 (continued)
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(a) Gauge PBT-1

(b) Gauge PBT-2

(c) Gauge PBT-3

(d) Gauge PBT-4

(e) Gauge PBT-5
Figure A.16 Comparisons for the top face gauges (30 obliquity).
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(a) Gauge PBB-1

(b) Gauge PBB-2

(c) Gauge PBB-3

(d) Gauge PBB-4

Figure A.17 Comparisons for the back face gauges (30 obliquity).
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(a) Gauge PBR-1

(b) Gauge PBR-2

(c) Gauge PBR-3

(d) Gauge PBR-4

Figure A.18 Comparisons for the right face gauges (30 obliquity).
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(a) Gauge PBL-1

(b) Gauge PBL-2

(c) Gauge PBL-3

(d) Gauge PBL-4

Figure A.19 Comparisons for the left face gauges (30 obliquity).
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A.2

BLS Two Structure Gauge Plots

Figure A.20 Gauge locations for two structure cases, unfolded view [22].

A.2.1

Gauge Comparisons for Two-Building, 13 inch Gap

(a) Gauge CP-2

(b) Gauge CP-3

Figure A.21 Comparisons for calibration plate gauges, 13 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge G-1

(b) Gauge G-2

Figure A.22 Comparisons for side wall gauges, 13 inch spacing.

(a) Gauge PB1-B2

(b) Gauge PB1-B4

Figure A.23 Comparisons for building 1 back face gauges, 13 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge PB1-F1

(b) Gauge PB1-F5

(c) Gauge PB1-F6

(d) Gauge PB1-F7

Figure A.24 Comparisons for building 1 front face gauges, 13 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge PB1-L3

(b) Gauge PB1-L4

Figure A.25 Comparisons for building 1 left face gauges, 13 inch spacing.

(a) Gauge PB1-R2

(b) Gauge PB1-R4

Figure A.26 Comparisons for building 1 right face gauges, 13 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge PB1-T1

(b) Gauge PB1-T3

Figure A.27 Comparisons for building 1 top face gauges, 13 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge PB2-B1

(b) Gauge PB2-B2

(c) Gauge PB2-B3

(d) Gauge PB2-B5

Figure A.28 Comparisons for building 2 back face gauges, 13 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge PB2-F1

(b) Gauge PB2-F2

(c) Gauge PB2-F3

(d) Gauge PB2-F4

Figure A.29 Comparisons for building 2 front face gauges, 13 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge PB2-L3

(b) Gauge PB2-L4

Figure A.30 Comparisons for building 2 left face gauges, 13 inch spacing.

(a) Gauge PB2-R3

(b) Gauge PB2-R4

Figure A.31 Comparisons for building 2 right face gauges, 13 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge PB2-T2

(b) Gauge PB2-T3

Figure A.32 Comparisons for building 2 top face gauges, 13 inch spacing.

A.2.2

Gauge Comparisons for Two-Building, 20 inch Gap

(a) Gauge CP-2
Figure A.33 Comparisons for calibration plate gauge, 20 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge G-1

(b) Gauge G-2

Figure A.34 Comparisons for side wall gauges, 20 inch spacing.

(a) Gauge PB1-B2

(b) Gauge PB1-B4

Figure A.35 Comparisons for building 1 back face gauges, 20 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge PB1-F1

(b) Gauge PB1-F2

(c) Gauge PB1-F3

(d) Gauge PB1-F5

(e) Gauge PB1-F6

(f) Gauge PB1-F7

Figure A.36 Comparisons for building 1 front face gauges, 20 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge PB1-L2

(b) Gauge PB1-L3

Figure A.37 Comparisons for building 1 left face gauges, 20 inch spacing.

(a) Gauge PB1-R2

(b) Gauge PB1-R3

Figure A.38 Comparisons for building 1 right face gauges, 20 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge PB1-T2

(b) Gauge PB1-T3

Figure A.39 Comparisons for building 1 top face gauges, 20 inch spacing.

(a) Gauge PB2-B1

(b) Gauge PB2-B3

Figure A.40 Comparisons for building 2 back face gauges, 20 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge PB2-F1

(b) Gauge PB2-F2

(c) Gauge PB2-F3

(d) Gauge PB2-F3

Figure A.41 Comparisons for building 2 front face gauges, 20 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge PB2-L3

(b) Gauge PB2-L4

Figure A.42 Comparisons for building 2 left face gauges, 20 inch spacing.

(a) Gauge PB2-R3

(b) Gauge PB2-R4

Figure A.43 Comparisons for building 2 right face gauges, 20 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge PB2-T1

(b) Gauge PB2-T2

Figure A.44 Comparisons for building 2 top face gauges, 20 inch spacing.

A.2.3

Gauge Comparisons for Two-Building, 6 inch Gap

(a) Gauge CP-2

(b) Gauge CP-5

Figure A.45 Comparisons for calibration plate gauges, 6 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge G-1

(b) Gauge G-2

Figure A.46 Comparisons for side wall gauges, 6 inch spacing.

(a) Gauge PB1-B2

(b) Gauge PB1-4

Figure A.47 Comparisons for building 1 back face gauges, 6 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge PB1-F1

(b) Gauge PB1-F2

(c) Gauge PB1-F5

(d) Gauge PB1-F6

Figure A.48 Comparisons for building 1 front face gauges, 6 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge PB1-L2

(b) Gauge PB1-L3

Figure A.49 Comparisons for building 1 left face gauges, 6 inch spacing.

(a) Gauge PB1-R2

(b) Gauge PB1-R3

Figure A.50 Comparisons for building 1 right face gauges, 6 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge PB1-T2

(b) Gauge PB1-T3

Figure A.51 Comparisons for building 1 top face gauges, 6 inch spacing.

(a) Gauge PB2-B1

(b) Gauge PB2-B2

Figure A.52 Comparisons for building 2 back face gauges, 6 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge PB2-F1

(b) Gauge PB2-F2

Figure A.53 Comparisons for building 2 front face gauges, 6 inch spacing.

(a) Gauge PB2-L2

(b) Gauge PB2-L3

Figure A.54 Comparisons for building 2 left face gauges, 6 inch spacing.
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(a) Gauge PB2-R3

(b) Gauge PB2-R4

Figure A.55 Comparisons for building 2 right face gauges, 6 inch spacing.

(a) Gauge PB2-T2

(b) Gauge PB2-T3

Figure A.56 Comparisons for building 2 top face gauges, 6 inch spacing.
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A.3

Open Air Gauge Plots

Figure A.57 Gauge locations for open air cases, unfolded view [23].
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A.3.1

Gauge Comparisons for Open Air, 13 inch Spacing, 0°

(a) Gauge PB1-B2

(b) Gauge PB1-B4

Figure A.58 Comparisons for building 1 back face gauges, 13 inch spacing, 0°.

Gauge PB1-F2
Figure A.59 Comparisons for building 1 front face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 0°.
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Gauge PB1-L2
Figure A.60 Comparisons for building 1 left face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 0°.

(a) Gauge PB1-R2

(b) Gauge PB1-R4

Figure A.61 Comparisons for building 1 right face gauges, 13 inch spacing, 0°.
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Gauge PB1-T2
Figure A.62 Comparisons for building 1 top face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 0°.

(a) Gauge PB2-B2

(b) Gauge PB2-B4

Figure A.63 Comparisons for building 2 back face gauges, 13 inch spacing, 0°.
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(a) Gauge PB2-F2

(b) Gauge PB2-F4

(c) Gauge PB2-F7
Figure A.64 Comparisons for building 2 front face gauges, 13 inch spacing, 0°.
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(a) Gauge PB2-R2

(b) Gauge PB2-R4

Figure A.65 Comparisons for building 2 right face gauges, 13 inch spacing, 0°.

Gauge PB2-T2
Figure A.66 Comparisons for building 2 top face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 0°.
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(a) Gauge PB3-B2

(b) Gauge PB3-B4

Figure A.67 Comparisons for building 3 back face gauges, 13 inch spacing, 0°.

(a) Gauge PB3-F2

(b) Gauge PB3-F4

Figure A.68 Comparisons for building 3 front face gauges, 13 inch spacing, 0°.
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(a) Gauge PB3-L2

(b) Gauge PB3-L4

Figure A.69 Comparisons for building 3 left face gauges, 13 inch spacing, 0°.

Gauge PB3-R2
Figure A.70 Comparisons for building 3 right face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 0°.
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Gauge PB3-T2
Figure A.71 Comparisons for building 3 top face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 0°.

Gauge PB4-B2
Figure A.72 Comparisons for building 4 back face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 0°.
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Gauge PB4-F4
Figure A.73 Comparisons for building 4 front face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 0°.

Gauge PB4-L2
Figure A.74 Comparisons for building 4 left face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 0°.
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A.3.2

Gauge Comparisons for Open Air, 13 inch Spacing, 45°

Gauge PB1-B2
Figure A.75 Comparisons for building 1 back face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 45°.

(a) Gauge PB1-F2

(b) Gauge PB1-F4

Figure A.76 Comparisons for building 1 front face gauges, 13 inch spacing, 45°.
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Gauge PB1-L2
Figure A.77 Comparisons for building 1 left face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 45°.

(a) Gauge PB1-R2

(b) Gauge PB1-R4

Figure A.78 Comparisons for building 1 right face gauges, 13 inch spacing, 45°.
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Gauge PB1-T2
Figure A.79 Comparisons for building 1 top face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 45°.

Gauge PB2-B2
Figure A.80 Comparisons for building 2 back face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 45°.
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(a) Gauge PB2-F2

(b) Gauge PB2-F4

(c) Gauge PB2-F7
Figure A.81 Comparisons for building 2 front face gauges, 13 inch spacing, 45°.
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Gauge PB2-L2
Figure A.82 Comparisons for building 2 left face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 45°.

(a) Gauge PB2-R1

(b) Gauge PB2-R2

Figure A.83 Comparisons for building 2 right face gauges, 13 inch spacing, 45°.
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Gauge PB2-T2
Figure A.84 Comparisons for building 2 top face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 45°.

(a) Gauge PB3-B2

(b) Gauge PB3-B4

Figure A.85 Comparisons for building 3 back face gauges, 13 inch spacing, 45°.
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(a) Gauge PB3-F2

(b) Gauge PB3-F4

(c) Gauge PB3-F7
Figure A.86 Comparisons for building 3 front face gauges, 13 inch spacing, 45°.
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(a) Gauge PB3-L1

(b) Gauge PB3-L2

(c) Gauge PB3-L4
Figure A.87 Comparisons for building 3 left face gauges, 13 inch spacing, 45°.
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Gauge PB3-R2
Figure A.88 Comparisons for building 3 right face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 45°.

Gauge PB3-T2
Figure A.89 Comparisons for building 3 top face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 45°.
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Gauge PB4-B2
Figure A.90 Comparisons for building 4 back face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 45°.

Gauge PB4-F4
Figure A.91 Comparisons for building 4 front face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 45°.
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Gauge PB4-L2
Figure A.92 Comparisons for building 4 left face gauge, 13 inch spacing, 45°.

A.3.3

Gauge Comparisons for Open Air, 23 inch Spacing, 0°

(a) Gauge PB1-B2

(b) Gauge PB1-B4

Figure A.93 Comparisons for building 1 back face gauges, 23 inch spacing, 0°.
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(a) Gauge PB1-F2

(b) Gauge PB1-F4

Figure A.94 Comparisons for building 1 front face gauges, 23 inch spacing, 0°.

Gauge PB1-L2
Figure A.95 Comparisons for building 1 left face gauge, 23 inch spacing, 0°.
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(a) Gauge PB1-R2

(b) Gauge PB1-R4

Figure A.96 Comparisons for building 1 right face gauges, 23 inch spacing, 0°.

Gauge PB1-T2
Figure A.97 Comparisons for building 1 top face gauge, 23 inch spacing, 0°.
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(a) Gauge PB2-B2

(b) Gauge PB2-B4

Figure A.98 Comparisons for building 2 back face gauges, 23 inch spacing, 0°.
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(a) Gauge PB2-F2

(b) Gauge PB2-F4

(c) Gauge PB2-F7
Figure A.99 Comparisons for building 2 front face gauges, 23 inch spacing, 0°.
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Gauge PB2-L2
Figure A.100 Comparisons for building 2 left face gauge, 23 inch spacing, 0°.

(a) Gauge PB2-R1

(b) Gauge PB2-R2

Figure A.101 Comparisons for building 2 right face gauges, 23 inch spacing, 0°
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Gauge PB2-T2
Figure A.102 Comparisons for building 2 top face gauge, 23 inch spacing, 0°.

(a) Gauge PB3-B2

(b) Gauge PB3-B4

Figure A.103 Comparisons for building 3 back face gauges, 23 inch spacing, 0°
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(a) Gauge PB3-F2

(b) Gauge PB3-F4

Figure A.104 Comparisons for building 3 front face gauges, 23 inch spacing, 0°

(a) Gauge PB3-L1

(b) Gauge PB3-L2

Figure A.105 Comparisons for building 3 left face gauges, 23 inch spacing, 0°.
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Gauge PB3-R2
Figure A.106 Comparisons for building 3 right face gauge, 23 inch spacing, 0°.

Gauge PB3-T2
Figure A.107 Comparisons for building 3 top face gauge, 23 inch spacing, 0°.
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Gauge PB4-B2
Figure A.108 Comparisons for building 4 back face gauge, 23 inch spacing, 0°.

Gauge PB4-F4
Figure A.109 Comparisons for building 4 front face gauge, 23 inch spacing, 0°.
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Gauge PB4-L2
Figure A.110 Comparisons for building 4 left face gauge, 23 inch spacing, 0°.

A.3.4

Gauge Comparisons for Open Air, 23 inch Spacing, 45°

(a) Gauge PB1-B2

(b) Gauge PB1-B4

Figure A.111 Comparisons for building 1 back face gauges, 23 inch spacing, 45°.
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(a) Gauge PB1-F2

(b) Gauge PB1-F4

Figure A.112 Comparisons for building 1 front face gauges, 23 inch spacing, 45°.

(a) Gauge PB1-R2

(b) Gauge PB1-R4

Figure A.113 Comparisons for building 1 right face gauges, 23 inch spacing, 45°.
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Gauge PB1-T2
Figure A.114 Comparisons for building 1 top face gauge, 23 inch spacing, 45°.

(a) Gauge PB2-B2

(b) Gauge PB2-B4

Figure A.115 Comparisons for building 2 back face gauges, 23 inch spacing, 45°.
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(a) Gauge PB2-F2

(b) Gauge PB2-F4

(c) Gauge PB2-F7
Figure A.116 Comparisons for building 2 front face gauges, 23 inch spacing, 45°.
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Gauge PB2-L2
Figure A.117 Comparisons for building 2 left face gauge, 23 inch spacing, 45°.

(a) Gauge PB2-R1

(b) Gauge PB2-R2

Figure A.118 Comparisons for building 2 right face gauges, 23 inch spacing, 45°.
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Gauge PB2-T2
Figure A.119 Comparisons for building 2 top face gauge, 23 inch spacing, 45°.

Gauge PB3-B2
Figure A.120 Comparisons for building 3 back face gauge, 23 inch spacing, 45°.
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(a) Gauge PB3-F2

(b) Gauge PB3-F4

Figure A.121 Comparisons for building 3 front face gauges, 23 inch spacing, 45°.

(a) Gauge PB3-L1

(b) Gauge PB3-L2

Figure A.122 Comparisons for building 3 left face gauges, 23 inch spacing, 45°.
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Gauge PB3-R2
Figure A.123 Comparisons for building 3 right face gauge, 23 inch spacing, 45°.

Gauge PB3-T2
Figure A.124 Comparisons for building 3 top face gauge, 23 inch spacing, 45°.
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Gauge PB4-B2
Figure A.125 Comparisons for building 4 back face gauge, 23 inch spacing, 45°.

Gauge PB4-F4
Figure A.126 Comparisons for building 4 front face gauge, 23 inch spacing, 45°.
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Gauge PB4-L2
Figure A.127 Comparisons for building 4 left face gauge, 23 inch spacing, 45°.
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